Ch 2 (p.51-63): Constitutional Democracy

The meaning and purpose of the “rule of law”

The emphasis of the Enlightenment

Judicial review & Marbury v. Madison

The issue of domestic surveillance

   The actions of the Natl Security Agency (NSA) v. the Fourth Amendment

   The content of the FISA Act

A republic v. democracy

The “great risk of popular govt,” the tyranny of the majority

The role of representatives: trustees vs. delegates

The Progressive reforms: the initiative, referendum, and recall

Ch 4: Civil Liberties

The importance of the Bill of Rights

The contents of the Bill of Rights

An absolute right v. a limited right

Freedom of expression

Oliver Wendell Holmes & freedom of expression

The Schenck case: the “clear & present danger standard”

Symbolic speech

Having a “preferred position” in the law

The Johnson case: flag burning

Prior Restraint
The due process clause of the 14th amendment
Selective incorporation
The “imminent lawless action” test (the KKK ruling)
The Skokie, Ill case (the Am Nazi Party parade)
The difference between libel and slander
The Roth case & the definition of obscenity
Miller v. CA & “contemporary community standards”
The issue of pornography & the use of children
The meaning of the “establishment clause” in the First Amendment
The Engel v. Vitale case
The focus of Christian news broadcasting
Avoiding “excessive entanglements with religion” (the Lemon test)
The Zelman case: attendance at private or religious schools
The “free exercise clause”
Creationism/the theory of intelligent design
The Griswold case: A married couple’s contraception decision/”zone of (personal) privacy”
The constitutional basis for a right to privacy
Roe v. Wade: The first trimester of pregnancy
The significance of the Pennsylvania Case (Planned Parenthood v. Casey)
  The “undue burden” standard
  Minors: parental or judicial consent (Medical emergency exception to parental consent)
The rights of persons accused of crimes
**4th Amendment**

**5th Amendment**

**6th Amendment**

**8th Amendment**

The Gideon case (the right of poor defendants to legal counsel)

The Miranda case

Limits on defendant’s rights

- Police roadblocks
- The exclusionary rule
- “Stop and search action”
- “Knock-and-announce” rule

An issue of justice: racial profiling

The 8th Amendment & the Ca “three strikes and you’re out” law

The Atkin’s and the Simmon’s case: interpretations of the 8th amendment

“Enemy combatants” & the conditions of their detention

Guantanamo Bay, Abu Ghraib, secret prisons in undisclosed locations

The Hamdi decision

The clash over the USA Patriot Act

**Ch 3: Federalism**

Federalism

The controversy surrounding Oregon’s death with Dignity Act

Sovereignty

State sovereignty/states’ rights
Confederacy

Unitary system

The arguments that favor federalism

Supremacy clause

Reserved powers

Enumerated powers

The elastic clause “necessary and proper”

Implied powers

Grants-in-aid

   Categorical grants

   Block grants

Devolution (The Republican Revolution)

   Welfare Programs to TANF